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The Education of African Americans in Benjamin Franklin’s Philadelphia

John C. Van Horne

Benjamin Franklin’s Proposals Relating to the Education of Youth in Pensilvania (1749), publication of which gave rise to the Academy of Philadelphia and, ultimately, the University of Pennsylvania, did not mention the colony’s African Americans. Pennsylvania’s black inhabitants, whether slave or free, make no appearance in one of Franklin’s best known and most influential writings; they are simply not comprehended within Franklin’s definition of the “youth of Pensilvania.” One might be forgiven, then, for assuming that the education of African Americans in Franklin’s adopted city of Philadelphia was of no moment to the University’s founder, that the issue simply did not intersect with the busy life of a multifaceted man whose mind was constantly engaged by seemingly more pressing matters. In fact, however, Franklin was personally involved for the last three decades of his life in efforts to educate Philadelphia’s blacks undertaken by the Associates of Dr. Bray, a philanthropic organization affiliated with the Church of England, and he was never far from the epicenter of other similar ventures from his earliest days in Philadelphia.

Franklin played his role in the education of African Americans in the context of colonial Philadelphia, which was the capital—both political and intellectual—of a province in which slavery was well entrenched and yet in which a history of antislavery activism dated back to the late seventeenth century. There are no censuses for colonial Philadelphia, so estimating the population, and especially the black population, is no easy matter. Yet by using a variety of sources, historians have been able to approximate the population at various times. In 1723, the year of Franklin’s arrival in the city, the total population of Philadelphia was probably about 6,500, of which about 650 were blacks, mostly slaves. What later, after the American Revolution, became a large and thriving free black community had not yet begun to form. By mid-century the population had reached almost 13,000, of which about 1,000 were blacks, again mostly slaves. From about 1760 through the Revolution, the black population actually declined from 1,300 to fewer than 1,000, owing in part to a large influx of European indentured servants and the disruption of the slave trade. Following the Revolution, however, the black population doubled from 1,000 to a little more than 2,000 between 1780 and Franklin’s death in 1790. The proportion of slaves to free blacks quickly reversed itself, so that by the end of the century less than one percent of Philadelphia’s blacks were slaves. The city had the first large free black community in the colonies.²

When Franklin settled in Philadelphia in October 1723, though, slavery was legal in Pennsylvania, having existed since the days of William Penn, himself a slave owner, and would continue to be legal well into the nineteenth century. The 1780 Act for the Gradual Abolition of Slavery freed no slaves immediately; in fact, it stipulated that the children of slave women then in bondage would only become free when reaching the age of twenty-eight. Thus a child born into bondage immediately before the passage of the act could have had a child twenty or thirty years later who would also be born into bondage and would become free at twenty-eight. There were still sixty-four slaves in Pennsylvania as late as 1840, the last year the census enumerated slaves. Abolition was indeed gradual in Pennsylvania.³
The antislavery activism that finally brought about abolition had its origins in the 1688 petition of four German Quakers and Mennonites of Germantown, just north of Philadelphia, the first antislavery petition in the New World. From that time until abolition became a reality, Quakers were in the forefront of the movement, although paradoxically Quakers were also among the largest slave owners until the 1770s, when the sect officially took a stand and threatened to disown Quakers who continued to hold slaves.

Benjamin Franklin himself lived out the ambivalence felt by many as the eighteenth century advanced. Franklin printed antislavery tracts by the outspoken Quakers Ralph Sandiford and Benjamin Lay, although he did so without affixing his name to the pamphlets (see Figure 4.1). Franklin owned slaves from as early as 1735 until 1781, and he never deliberately freed any of them. And his wealth, derived principally from the profits of his printing business, owed much to the numerous advertisements for slave sales and runaways that he published and to the actual sales that he facilitated. However, by the end of his life Franklin had taken a very public stand against slavery. As president of the Pennsylvania Society for Promoting the Abolition of Slavery, and the Relief of Free Negroes Unlawfully Held in Bondage (usually known as the Pennsylvania Abolition Society), Franklin is credited with writing the 1789 petition to Congress urging the abolition of slavery. The circuitous route by which Franklin arrived at that point—indeed, the long and complex story of his relationship to the black race, to the institution of slavery, and to issues of freedom and bondage—has been addressed by many scholars and is not properly the subject of this essay. For our purposes we will be concerned with Franklin’s statements and actions concerning the education, and educability, of African Americans.

*****

Before 1750, when the first sustained efforts to educate Philadelphia’s blacks began under the auspices of the Quakers, there are only tantalizing hints of such activity. By a rather remarkable coincidence, one such attempt was by Samuel Keimer, a man who would cross paths—and swords—with Franklin on numerous occasions. Keimer, a native Londoner, had arrived in Philadelphia late in 1722 or early in 1723, having already had a career that involved religious enthusiasm (as a “French Prophet,” or Camisard), the writing and printing of disputatious literature, many periods of imprisonment (one for as long as six years), and printing work for Daniel Defoe. In Philadelphia Keimer established himself as a printer and hired Franklin as a journeyman the day after the young runaway apprentice arrived from Boston. Both men, it seems, had been intended by their fathers for a religious vocation, but both ended up being apprenticed to printers.

In February 1723, just eight months before Franklin arrived in Philadelphia, Keimer placed advertisements in two successive issues of Andrew Bradford’s American Weekly Mercury (see Figures 4.2a and 4.2b). The Mercury was Philadelphia’s only newspaper until Keimer himself began publishing a paper with the rather cumbersome title of Universal Instructor in All Arts and Sciences; and the Pennsylvania Gazette at the end of 1728—the very paper Franklin would take over in 1729 and continue as the Pennsylvania Gazette. Keimer’s first advertisement (February 5–12) reads:

Take Notice,
There is lately arriv’d in this City a Person who freely offers his Service to teach his poor Brethren the Male Negroes to read the Holy Scriptures, &c.
in a very uncommon, expeditious and delightful Manner, without any Manner of Expence to their respective Masters or Mistresses. All serious Persons, whether Roman Catholicks, Episcopalians, Presbyterians, Independents, Water-Baptists, or people called Quakers, who are truly concern'd for their Salvation, may advise with the said Person at his Lodgings (relating to the Time and Place of his so instructing them) at the Dwelling-House of John Read, Carpenter in High-street, Philadelphia, every Morning till Eight of the Clock, except on the Seventh Day.

The notice was followed by these two quatrains:

The Great Jehovah from Above,
Whose Christian-Name is Light and Love,
In all his Works will take Delight,
And wash poor Hagar's Black moors white.

Let none condemn this Undertaking,
By silent Thought, or noisy Speaking
They’re Fools, whose Bolt’s soon shot, upon
The Mark, they’ve look’d but little on.

Keimer notes that he has lodgings at the home of John Read (at present-day 318 Market St.). Just a month after Franklin's arrival in the city, about November 10, 1723, Franklin himself took up lodgings at the Read house, next door to Keimer's printing shop. This was of course the home of his future common-law wife Deborah Read and her father.

Figures 4.2a (left) and 4.2b (right).
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Keimer’s advertisement must have left more than a few heads shaking in wonderment and confusion. Did his school already exist, or was it only in the planning stages? When he referred to “their Salvation,” was he speaking of the slaves or their owners? And why “Male Negroes” only? Keimer ran another advertisement the following week (February 12–19), which was headed “Take further Notice” and answered these questions. The phrase “Male Negroes” became instead “Negroes.” Keimer then rephrased “All serious Persons . . . who are truly concern’d for their Salvation" as “All serious Persons . . . who are truly concern’d for their Negro-Servants Salvation, (whether Men or Women).”

Keimer’s plan was to open a free school for teaching Philadelphia’s black slaves to read so that they could study the Bible. Although his revised advertisement did much to remove the ambiguities of the first version, we do not know whether Keimer ever opened his school. A hint that he might indeed have gotten his scheme off the ground comes several years later, and from the pen of another of Keimer’s adversaries. Late in 1725 Keimer seems to have been searching for a new venue for his school. He was involved in a dispute with rival almanac-publisher Jacob Taylor, who accused Keimer of publishing a spurious edition of Taylor’s almanac for 1726. Taylor lashed out at Keimer in a long piece in the Mercury, which included this bit of doggerel:

A school for thee; a most commodious place
To Nod, and Wink, and point with such a Grace —
Thy black disciples, now immerg’d in folly,
Shall start out clerks, and Read, and Speak like Tully:
The pref ‘rence to the sable Sort belongs,
The Whitemen next must learn the sacred Tongues.
Thus, in just Order are thy Legions led
To realms of Science, Keimer at the Head.?

Taylor’s attack on Keimer suggests that the school did indeed exist—else why suggest that his “black disciples” are now “immerg’d in folly,” and why excoriate Keimer for an unfulfilled fantasy then several years old?

With virtually no surviving evidence of Keimer’s educational venture, it is hard to discern his motive in proposing—and perhaps creating—a school for Philadelphia’s black slaves. A hint may be found, however, in an apology for a delay in publication that Keimer published in his newspaper: he believed himself to be so beleaguered by enemies that he had thought of writing up his experiences for general entertainment under the title of the “White Negro.” It seems that Keimer’s travails and disputes had given him a persecution complex and increased his empathy for blacks, and that he therefore sought to identify himself with them. Within three months of venting his spleen and likening himself to a “White Negro,” Keimer had quit the printing business and sold his paper to Franklin and Hugh Meredith.?

Regardless of Keimer’s motive or whether his school ever actually opened, his proposal must be credited as a very early attempt to address the lack of educational opportunities for Philadelphia’s black inhabitants, and it can safely be asserted that the ever-observant young Franklin would have been well aware of this curious episode in the life of his employer and later rival. Franklin did not leave any evidence of his thoughts on the subject of black education at this stage of his life. But years later, in his Autobiography, he heaped scorn on Keimer and ridiculed him mercilessly, suggesting perhaps that the young Franklin was something less than enthusiastic about the idea and was also unwilling to credit Keimer for his unorthodox yet forward-thinking plans.
Almost two decades later another controversy erupted in Philadelphia over plans to educate the city’s blacks, and again Franklin was not far from the epicenter. This time the catalyst was the English revivalist preacher George Whitefield, who played such a signal role in the Great Awakening in the American colonies and who made eight visits to Philadelphia between 1739 and 1770. Franklin and Whitefield had a close and interesting relationship. Franklin welcomed the preacher to Philadelphia; published his sermons and other writings; measured the distance his voice carried to corroborate reports that Whitefield had preached to 25,000 auditors; and, when Whitefield was denied the pulpits of Philadelphia’s more orthodox congregations, took part in buying land and building a house “expressly for the Use of any Preacher of any religious Persuasion who might desire to say something to the people of Philadelphia.”10 (Later, after the enthusiasm for Whitefield had died down, the building was taken over by the newly founded Academy of Philadelphia.)11 Franklin’s Autobiography records two amusing stories about Whitefield. In one, Whitefield is said to have prayed for Franklin’s conversion, “but never had the Satisfaction of believing that his Prayers were heard.”12 In the second, Franklin reported that he went to hear Whitefield preach and solicit funds for his orphanage in Georgia, and

silently resolved he should get nothing from me. I had in my Pocket a Handful of Copper, Money, three or four silver Dollars, and five Pistoles in Gold. As he proceeded I began to soften, and concluded to give the Coppers. Another stroke of his Oratory made me ash'md of that, and determin'd me to give the Silver; & he finish'd so admirably, that I empty'd my Pocket wholly into the Collector’s Dish, Gold and all.13

In April 1740 Whitefield purchased 5,000 acres of land at the forks of the Delaware River, near present-day Easton, Pennsylvania, about 75 miles from Philadelphia. He called it Nazareth. On this vast tract he intended to settle Moravians from Georgia, build a school for black children, and create a haven for English debtors.14 Franklin’s Pennsylvania Gazette published solicitations for contributions for the school, and Franklin himself was authorized to receive such contributions (see Figure 4.3).15 Whitefield’s project was short-lived, however. Within a year, he recognized that his project was impracticable, and he and the Moravians were parting ways over theology; they bought the entire 5,000 acres and went on to establish the settlements of Nazareth and nearby Bethlehem.
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Yet Whitefield’s evangelism and his plans for a school for blacks had struck a chord in Philadelphia. Though a slave owner himself and in no sense an opponent of the institution (indeed, he played a leading role in introducing slavery into Georgia), Whitefield nonetheless preached the importance of bringing slaves to Christ through education and Bible. (In this regard, he and Keimer shared a concern for the slaves’ souls rather than for their temporal condition.) Whitefield also inveighed against such “devilish diversions” as dancing. One of the thousands who heard him preach in Philadelphia must have been dancing-master Robert Bolton. Bolton was a Philadelphia shopkeeper who left the colony for Maryland in 1737 and returned about a year later to open a dancing school, “considerable Encouragement being given him for that Purpose.” Bolton apparently took Whitefield’s words about sinful activities to heart, for he acquiesced when in April 1740 Whitefield’s traveling companion William Seward locked up the dancing room and took away the key. The “great Stir” between Seward and the gentlemen (the self-styled “better sort”) who had rented the room boiled over into the press, and Franklin ended up in the middle, not only printing pieces from both sides in his Pennsylvania Gazette, but even joining the controversy by writing as “Obadiah Plainman.”

No longer having a dancing school for adults, Bolton announced the opening of a school in which children would be taught “all kinds of Needle-work, Dancing, &c. Where also Children may board, as usual with Mr. Brownell.” (As it happened, Brownell was Franklin’s first teacher in Boston before both of them relocated to Philadelphia.) And no doubt inspired by the other part of Whitefield’s message, Bolton took a step both courageous and foolhardy by proposing to admit to his school black students along with his white students. The evidence for this plan comes from newspaper articles in Charleston and Boston, which reported on the furor Bolton’s plan caused (see Figure 4.4):

We hear by a private Letter from Philadelphia, that one Mr. Boulton, who formerly kept a Dancing School, Ball, Assembly, Concert Room &c. there, being convinced that such a Practice was contrary to the Gospel of Christ, has lately set up a School for teaching Children to read, &c., and that upon his giving Notice that he would teach Negroes also, had in 23 Days no less than 53 Black Scholars. For this he was sent for, and arraign’d in Court, as a Breaker of the Negro Law, but on making his Defence was dismiss’d. And the next Day order’d by the Foreman of the Grand Jury to continue his School without Interruption.

Curiously, this incident does not seem to have been recorded in the city where it took place. If Bolton did indeed “give notice” of his intention to teach blacks, he did not do it in either of the two newspapers then being published in Philadelphia—the American Weekly Mercury and Franklin’s Pennsylvania Gazette. Nor is it certain just what law Bolton was arraigned for breaking. The 1725 Act for the Better Regulating of Negroes in This Province includes no prohibition against teaching blacks to read. Perhaps he was accused of violating the 1705 Act for the Trial of Negroes, still in force, which included a clause prohibiting the assembly of more than four blacks “upon no lawful Business of their Masters or Owners,” on pain of a public whipping not exceeding thirty-nine lashes.

Could Franklin have been the source of the private letter cited by the South-Carolina Gazette? The Gazette was established when Franklin sent Thomas Whitmarsh from Philadelphia to Charleston in 1732 to begin the publication. When Whitmarsh died of yellow fever shortly thereafter, Franklin sent Louis Timothée to succeed him. Timothée, a Huguenot immigrant who later anglicized his name to Lewis Timothy, had
been one of Franklin’s journeymen and the first librarian of Franklin’s Library Company of Philadelphia. Timothy died in 1738, with one year remaining of his six-year contract with Franklin. The paper was then taken over by Timothy’s widow Elizabeth and their thirteen-year-old son Peter. Given the close business relationship between Franklin and the Timothys, and given Franklin’s intimate knowledge of the closing of Bolton’s dancing school and concert room, would not Franklin have been a likely source of the report of Bolton’s arraignment for teaching Philadelphia’s blacks?

The first sustained efforts to teach Philadelphia’s blacks began in 1750, ten years after the Bolton imbroglio and less than a decade before Franklin’s own deep involvement with the Associates of Dr. Bray. The Quaker initiative was led by the teacher and ardent and prolific antislavery activist Anthony Benezet, a French Huguenot who had emigrated from London in 1731. Benezet must have been well aware of Whitefield’s abortive effort to establish a Negro school in Nazareth; the two men had known each other in England, and Benezet’s father, John Stephen Benezet, was Whitefield’s collector of subscriptions in Pennsylvania to support the school. Despite the fact that surviving correspondence between Franklin and Benezet does not exist before 1772, there can be no doubt that the paths of these two prominent civic figures crossed frequently, at least during the years Franklin was resident in Philadelphia. Benezet was a subscriber to Franklin’s Pennsylvania Hospital (and a manager in 1757), a shareholder of the Library Company, and a customer of Franklin’s shop. They were practically neighbors, too, Benezet living on the north side of Chestnut Street between Third and Fourth, and Franklin living for many years along or near the first three blocks of Market Street, and then beginning in the mid-1760s at Franklin Court, almost directly behind Benezet’s house. They were distantly related by marriage, as well, for in 1745 Benezet’s brother Daniel had married a cousin of Deborah Franklin.
Anthony Benezet had been teaching white pupils since 1739, first at the Germantown school established by Francis Daniel Pastorius, and from 1742 at the Friends’ English School (now known as the William Penn Charter School). Beginning in 1750, Benezet taught black pupils in the evening at his home (see Figure 4.5). After carrying on this independent enterprise at his own expense for two decades, he convinced other Quakers to erect a school for the instruction of black children (see Figure 4.6). (This was just at the time when the Quakers were adopting an antislavery stance and encouraging their members to free their slaves.) The new school opened in June 1770 with twenty-two pupils, a number that grew to thirty-six within two months. By 1774 a new building had been erected to house the school. It is said that 250 pupils passed through the school in the years from 1770 to 1775. Benezet provided supervision for the school for a number of years, and then took up his teaching role again in 1782, devoting himself to the school for the last two years of his life. After making provision for his wife, Benezet stipulated in his will that his entire estate should be used to endow the school.26

In 1757, just as Franklin was embarking for England as the agent of the Pennsylvania Assembly in its dispute with the Proprieters over the taxation of Proprietary lands and other issues, the Reverend John Waring, secretary of the Associates of Dr. Bray, wrote a letter to Franklin. The Bray Associates was an Anglican organization based in London that promoted the conversion to Christianity and the education of blacks in the American colonies. The Associates had been founded in 1724 and for its first thirty years had tried to achieve its goals by sending small libraries to colonial clergymen, with which they could teach and catechize among their black parishioners, and by sending catechists to the colonies. By the mid-1750s, neither of these methods had accomplished much, and the Associates began to think about other avenues for reaching their goal—hence Waring’s letter to Franklin concerning the work of the organization. At that time the Associates had apparently not yet thought of establishing organized, formal Negro schools in America, for Waring cited the example of the Welsh “circulating schools” and asked Franklin if a similar scheme could “be set on foot in Your province for the Service of the blacks?”27 The Associates were thus still thinking in terms of itinerant schoolmasters.
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Archives of the Monthly Meeting of Friends, Philadelphia; Haverford College Library, Quaker Collection.

These early pages from the Minute Book of the Africans’ School present a March 30, 1770 report made by a committee of Friends recommending the creation of a “school for the instruction of Negro and Mulatto children.” Names of some of the committee (including Anthony Benezet) appear at the top of p. 2.
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Benjamin Franklin to John Waring, January 3, 1758.
Miscellaneous Benjamin Franklin Collections, courtesy, American Philosophical Society.
Waring’s letter arrived in Philadelphia after Franklin had sailed to London, so his wife Deborah showed the letter to the Rev. William Sturgeon, a graduate of Yale College who since 1747 had been the assistant minister of Christ Church and catechist to the Negroes in Philadelphia, supported by the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts. Sturgeon in turn wrote to Franklin in August 1757, recommending that a school be opened in Philadelphia “under the Care and Inspection of the Minister, or some other prudent Person or Persons.” Franklin then communicated Sturgeon’s proposal to Waring in January 1758 (see Figure 4.7). Obviously enthusiastic about the plan, Franklin even saw its importance extending beyond Philadelphia:

At present few or none give their Negro Children any Schooling, partly from a Prejudice that Reading & Knowledge in a Slave are both useless and dangerous; and partly from an Unwillingness in the Masters & Mistresses of common Schools to take black Scholars, lest the Parents of the white Children should be disgusted & take them away, not chusing to have their Children mix’d with Slaves in Education, Play, &c. But a separate School for Blacks, under the Care of One, of whom People should have an Opinion that he would be careful to imbue the Minds of their young Slaves with good Principles, might probably have a Number of Blacks sent to it; and if on Experience it should be found useful, and not attended with the ill Consequences commonly apprehended, the Example might be followed in the other Colonies, and encouraged by the Inhabitants in general. In recommending the establishment of a school to the Bray Associates, Sturgeon and Franklin may well have had in mind Anthony Benezet’s successful experience over the preceding six years, while at the same time perhaps doubting that the ardent abolitionist Benezet was imbuing the minds of his pupils with the “good Principles” that they recommended.

Upon learning of the plan the Associates hesitantly proceeded toward an implementation of Sturgeon’s and Franklin’s vision. On February 1, 1758, they agreed to consider at the next meeting whether it would be proper to open a school for black children in Philadelphia, and in the meantime they commissioned Waring to “get the best Information he can of such Particulars as may enable the Associates to Judge of the Propriety & Usefulness of such a School there.” Such information could, of course, be had most readily from Franklin himself. Waring consulted Franklin about the expediency of opening a Negro school in Philadelphia, and at their meeting of April 5, 1758, the Associates agreed to a three-year trial of such a school at a maximum expense of £20 sterling per annum.

The Philadelphia school opened on November 20, 1758, with a mistress and thirty pupils under Sturgeon’s direction. Boys were to be taught to read and girls to read, sew, knit, and embroider. The mistress was to attend church with the children every Wednesday and Friday, and “all her Endeavours [were] to be directed towards making them Christians.” The books the Bray Associates sent to the school were primarily religious in nature. The school was immediately successful, and in June 1759 Sturgeon reported that thirty-six scholars attended regularly. Of the thirty-six pupils, twenty-five were slaves and eleven free. Deborah Franklin wrote to her husband on August 9, 1759, that she “went to hear the Negro Children catechised at Church. . . . It gave me a great deal of Pleasure, and I shall send Othello to the School.” Yet the Franklins’ own slave is not included in the only surviving list of students that postdates Deborah’s letter.
Perhaps because of Sturgeon’s report, the Associates agreed in January 1760 to open three other American schools “with all Convenient Speed.” They also asked Waring to inform Franklin of the decision and to solicit Franklin’s assistance in the establishment of the other schools. Although the idea of establishing Negro schools was implanted in the minds of the Associates by Sturgeon and Franklin and nourished by Sturgeon’s early report of success, the Associates apparently reached the decision to increase the number of schools before seeking Franklin’s advice. The Associates elected Franklin a member on January 2, 1760, however, and when he attended his first meeting fifteen days later, they readily accepted his recommendations concerning the locations of the three prospective schools. Franklin suggested that New York, Williamsburg, and Newport were the most proper places in the British plantations for the additional Negro schools, and he recommended particular men to superintend them. Waring then wrote to the three men to inform them of the Associates’ intentions and to request their assistance in establishing schools in order to advance the Associates’ “pious Undertaking.” The response was quite favorable, and the schools in New York and Williamsburg opened on September 22 and 29, 1760, respectively. The Newport school did not begin its operations until 1762. The Associates opened one other Negro school, in 1765, at Frederickburg, Virginia. Of these five schools, only that at Philadelphia survived the Revolution. Each school typically had between twenty and thirty students and was supported by an annual grant from the Associates of £20 or £25, usually £20. Most, and perhaps all, of the schools were open to both slave and free black children, although the preponderance of students were slaves. And the Philadelphia school (and perhaps others) welcomed as students slaves whose masters were not members of the Church of England. Before the Revolution, four mistresses and four superintendents served the Philadelphia school. Important changes began to occur in 1766. First, on July 31, Sturgeon resigned his position as assistant minister of the United Congregations of Christ Church and St. Peter’s because of ill health, and it seems likely that he ceased to superintend the Associates’ Negro school at that time. Franklin wrote from England to Francis Hopkinson late in 1767 that the Associates had not heard from Sturgeon “these two years past” and conveyed the Associates’ request that Hopkinson and Edward Duffield “enquire into the State of” the school. After receiving Franklin’s letter early in 1768, Hopkinson and Duffield succeeded Sturgeon as the school’s administrators. Under the diligent mistress Mrs. Ayres, the school had apparently not declined during the lapse between the administrations of Sturgeon and of Hopkinson and Duffield. When the latter two first examined the school there were twenty-seven students in attendance.

About the same time that Sturgeon left the school, the Bray Associates were acting to strengthen the institution. At their meeting of July 24, 1766, Waring reported the receipt of a letter from the secretary of the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge revealing that the Reverend Abbot Upcher, a wealthy clergyman from Suffolk, intended to donate £1,000 to the Associates for the purchase of an estate in America. The following October 2 the Associates asked Franklin to write to Upcher “to acquaint him with the Circumstances of purchasing Lands in America.” Franklin of course recommended Philadelphia, advising Upcher “to impower three Persons in Philadelphia to purchase Ground Rents within that City.” On May 7, 1767, the Associates appointed Franklin and four Philadelphians undoubtedly recommended by Franklin—the Reverend Jacob Duché (minister of the United Congregations of Christ Church and St. Peter’s), Hopkinson, Duffield, and David Hall (Franklin’s former partner in the printing business)—to serve as trustees for the land to be purchased.

After the Associates had received Upcher’s third and final benefaction, bringing his total gift to £500, they consulted Richard Jackson, an influential London lawyer and great friend of Franklin, “on the most
proper Method of securing to the Associates the full Right & Title to such Lands as shall be purchased in Pennsylvania with Mr. Upchers Benefactions.\textsuperscript{49} Jackson recommended that the five trustees in whom the lands would be vested should “be chosen out of such Associates as are resident in England,” and that those trustees could “grant a Letter of Attorney to empower five persons resident in America to act as Attorneys for Them.” The five Americans originally named as trustees—Franklin, Duché, Hopkinson, Duffield, and Hall—were then named attorneys under the trusteeship of five of the British Associates.\textsuperscript{50} Not all of the five Americans involved themselves in the affairs of the Associates in Philadelphia, however. In 1769 Duché, who was “much engaged in the Duties of a large Parish,” declined “to take the Negro School under my particular Inspection,” and David Hall “insist[ed] on another Person’s being appointed in his Room as it does not suit him to undertake the Charge . . . put upon him.”\textsuperscript{51} With Franklin in London (see Figure 4.8) and Duché and Hall resigned, Hopkinson and Duffield were the only two of the five appointees remaining as trustees in Philadelphia for the purchase of land.

By July 1773, Hopkinson and Duffield were able to inform the Associates that after careful inquiry they had found a suitable lot at the corner of Market and Ninth streets.\textsuperscript{52} After the Associates had agreed to the purchase, Hopkinson and Duffield concluded the transaction and reported the results in May 1774. At the same time, they announced that Hopkinson had left Philadelphia and that Duffield “intended very soon to retire into the Country, & therefore requested that some other person might be appointed Inspector of the Negroe School in their Stead.”\textsuperscript{53}

In May 1774, as these land negotiations were being completed, the school had thirty pupils, three free and twenty-seven slave. The mistress taught “2 at their Needles & Spelling, 1 at Knitting, Needle, & Testament, 7 at Spelling, 3 in the Testament, 1 at Needle & Testament, 1 in the Psalter, 10 in the Alphabet, 1 in Fables, 1 at Sampler & Testament, 3 in the Primer.”\textsuperscript{54} Knowing that only the girls were taught skills with the needle, we may surmise that of the thirty pupils, five were certainly girls. In the fall of 1774, the Reverend Thomas Coombe, assistant minister of the United Congregations of Christ Church and St. Peter’s, undertook the supervision of the school. In July 1775, Coombe sent his last communication before the Revolution, reporting that “the School continues full [with thirty pupils] & the Mistress discharges her Duty with diligence & a reasonable Degree of Success.”\textsuperscript{55} Despite the Associates’ difficulties in ensuring a

---

Figure 4.8.
Invitation from the Associates of Dr. Bray to Benjamin Franklin, London, May 21, 1772 (recto and verso).
Benjamin Franklin Papers, Rare Book & Manuscript Library, University of Pennsylvania.
strong financial footing for the school, it would seem that the school itself had performed its educational mission with “Success” for nearly fifteen years.

The school fell into abeyance during the war, as communications with and funds from Britain were cut and the ties between Christ Church and the Anglican metropolis were severed. After the war, Hopkinson and Franklin (once again back in Philadelphia) resumed their correspondence with the Associates. Their first letters concerned the disposition of the lot owned by the Associates, and by October 1786 Hopkinson was able to report that he had leased out a portion of it: “This, I expect, will answer three good Purposes—it will fix a Value on the rest of the Estate; will forward the letting out more of the Ground on as good Terms & will enable me to renew the Negroe Charity School according to the Designs of the Associates.” The school did reopen in December 1786, and within a year’s time it was again full.

Franklin expressed different views at different times concerning the temperament and intellectual faculties of blacks, and it is possible to discern a change in his thinking over time. In his 1751 *Observations Concerning the Increase of Mankind, Peopling of Countries, &c.*, in which he compared the economics of slavery with Britain’s domestic manufacturing, Franklin listed pilfering as one of the costs of slavery, “almost every Slave being by Nature a Thief.” When he reprinted the *Observations* in 1760, that appraisal had changed; slaves pilfered “from the nature of slavery.” Franklin also began to attribute blacks’ apparent lack of intellect to the stultifying effects of slavery. His letter to the Bray Associates after visiting the Philadelphia Negro school in 1763 is instructive in this regard (see Catalogue no. 67). Franklin reported that the black students were making good progress:

> I was on the whole much pleas’d, and from what I then saw, have conceiv’d a higher Opinion of the natural Capacities of the black Race, than I had ever before entertain’d. Their Apprehension seems as quick, their Memory as strong, and their Docility in every Respect equal to that of white Children. You will wonder perhaps that I should ever doubt it, and I will not undertake to justify all my Prejudices, nor to account for them.

Franklin seems almost surprised to discover that his experience had belied his expectations. This visit to the Bray school to witness for himself the progress the black pupils were making was revelatory for Franklin. In the years following that visit, Franklin became more outspoken in his views on slavery. In 1774 he expressed the belief that blacks “are not deficient in natural Understanding, but they have not the Advantage of Education.”

In holding this view, Franklin was expressing a sentiment shared by many of his contemporaries. In his own *Pennsylvania Gazette* (April 17, 1740) he had published George Whitefield’s “Letter . . . to the Inhabitants of Maryland, Virginia, North and South-Carolina” in which Whitefield argued that blacks and whites, “if born and bred up here, I am perswaded, are naturally capable of the same Improvement.” And perhaps Franklin was influenced by Anthony Benezet, whose long years of instructing black pupils had led him to believe in the intellectual equality of whites and blacks. Benezet’s first statement on this subject appeared in his 1762 *A Short Account of . . . Africa*, in which he wrote that “Negroes are generally sensible humane and sociable, and . . . their capacity is as good, and as capable of improvement as that of white people.”
Late in life Franklin became an active leader of the Pennsylvania Abolition Society (PAS). He served as its president, in which capacity he is credited with the authorship of two documents that are the most significant writings of his final year. One was *An Address to the Public*, published by the PAS in October 1789 (Figure 4.9), which also took an environmental view of blacks, asserting that because of slavery the bondsman “too frequently sinks beneath the common standard of the human species. The galling chains, that bind his body, do also fetter his intellectual faculties, and impair the social affections of his heart.”

The *Address* was accompanied by *A Plan for Improving the Condition of the Free Blacks*, which charged a committee of twenty-four PAS members with the responsibility for transacting “the business relative to free blacks.” The committee was to do its work through four subcommittees, one of which was the Committee of Education,

who shall superintend the school-instruction of the children, and youth of the Free Blacks; they may either influence them to attend regularly the schools already established in this city, or form others with this view; they shall in either case provide that, the pupils may receive such learning, as is necessary for their future situation in life; and especially a deep impression of the most important, and generally acknowledged moral and religious principles.

The *Plan and Address* were followed early in 1790 by a petition to Congress, signed by Franklin as president, seeking to put slavery in America on the road to extinction. Franklin died in April 1790, two months later, without having won this battle.
What happened in the years following Franklin's death? After the death of Hopkinson (in 1791), the Bray Associates' Philadelphia Negro school came under the superintendence of Bishop William White, and by 1795 the institution had begun to flourish. In a letter to the Associates of June 4, 1795, White noted that Philadelphia blacks had erected "a very convenient Church," partly at their own expense and partly through subscriptions from whites (Figure 4.10). The church, called the African Episcopal Church of St. Thomas, declared its conformity to the Episcopal Church in “Doctrine Discipline & Worship.” White also recommended the construction of a schoolhouse out of the future profits from the rents of the lot, which the Associates agreed to.65 A year later the Associates approved the establishment of another school in conjunction with the African Church, and on March 5, 1804, they resolved to establish yet a third school in Philadelphia.66 From its modest beginning in 1758, the Philadelphia Negro school had grown and thrived, surviving numerous changes in personnel and the upheavals of revolution, and it had given impetus to the development of other educational facilities for Philadelphia's blacks.

The Quakers in 1789—five years after Benezet’s death—had formed the Association of Friends for the Free Instruction of Adult Colored Persons, which sought to do for adults what the Quakers had been doing for forty years for children (see Figures 4.11a and 4.11b). Sessions were held at night, and by 1792 there were fifty pupils (see Figures 4.12a and 4.12b). This was just about at the time when the Education Committee of the PAS purchased a lot on Cherry Street onto which they moved a building and in 1793 opened “a free school for the instruction of children of color of both sexes.” They hired a black woman, Eleanor Harris, “being judged well qualified,” to teach the children spelling, reading, and needlework. They paid her $100 a year and provided her with a room in the school and firewood.67 In 1795 Quaker women formed a society for educating black women and opened a school for them that met on five evenings each week (see Figures 4.13a and 4.13b).68 Thus in the waning years of the eighteenth century and into the nineteenth, the Bray Associates, the Quakers, and the Pennsylvania Abolition Society (many of whose members were also Quakers) provided at least a modicum of education for Philadelphia’s burgeoning population of free blacks.
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FIGURES 4.11a AND 4.11b.
Figures 4.12a (top) and 4.12b (bottom).
Writing samples of Moses Bantom, 16 March 1798, and John Duppins, n.d. (between 1790 and 1802).
Association of Friends for the Free Instruction of Adult Colored Persons, Records (RG 4/009), Friends Historical Library, Swarthmore College.

Figures 4.13a (upper right) and 4.13b (lower right).
Letters of Mary Brown, March 11, 1790, and Frances Richardson, n.d. (between 1790 and 1802) to the Women’s Association.
Association of Friends for the Free Instruction of Adult Colored Persons, Records, Friends Historical Library, Swarthmore College.
Dear Masters, I am very thankful to you for the kindness that I have received from you. I think you are just a pious people or many good calibered. But very dear masters, if you think that I am in a difficult situation, know you is good to rest them. Should I pursue a difficult situation and you, then thousands thank for the pains that you have taken with me. My dear masters, now how to wonder you think a most kind, but I hope god all might well bless all of you forever.

Yours sincerely,

Frances S. Richardson
Yet the education of Philadelphia’s blacks was not dependent solely on the actions of certain benevolent whites. Philadelphia’s African Americans sometimes took the initiative and assumed responsibility for their own education and that of others in the black community, or acted in concert with the whites who were connected to the Bray Associates, the Quakers, and the PAS. There is a tantalizing record in 1775 of what was likely a school run by a black man, presumably for black pupils. In July of that year someone known as Black Abraham bought three dozen spelling books from the Philadelphia printer-bookseller Robert Aitken for fifteen shillings a dozen (see Figure 4.14). This was just one year before Benezet published his famous *Pennsylvania Spelling-Book*, which taught reading by inculcating moral and religious lessons and was likely used in the education of both white and black pupils (Figure 4.15). No further trace of Black Abraham or his school has been found. But it was after the Revolution, as Philadelphia’s free black population grew so dramatically, that leaders of the African American community became involved with educational ventures.

The two most prominent African Americans of that time were to a large extent self-taught. “The personal experience of men such as Richard Allen ... and Absalom Jones taught them that literacy had been a cardinal element in getting freedom and in getting ahead.” Absalom Jones (Figure 4.16) was born a slave in 1746 on a Delaware plantation. He related in an autobiographical sketch that

> being very fond of learning, I was careful to save the pennies that were given me by the ladies and gentlemen from time to time. I soon bought myself a primer, and begged to be taught by any body that I found able and willing to give me the least instruction. Soon after this, I was able to purchase a spelling book; for as my money increased, I supplied myself with books, among others, a Testament.

Jones moved to Philadelphia with his master in 1762 and purchased his freedom in 1784. Soon thereafter he was one of the leaders, with Richard Allen, in the creation of the Free African Society, and in 1794 became the first pastor of the African Episcopal Church of St. Thomas. In 1766 his master allowed him to attend night school, where he learned “Addition, Troy weight, Subtraction, Apothecaries’ weight, Practical Multiplication, Practical Division, and Reduction.” And in 1799 Jones received funds from the Abolition Society to open a preschool for young children in his home.

Richard Allen was also born a slave, in 1760, to Philadelphian Benjamin Chew. During his youth, Allen and his family were sold to a man with property near Dover, Delaware. Allen, like Jones, acquired literacy in Delaware, and he landed in Philadelphia after traveling as an itinerant Methodist preacher. After founding the Free African Society with Jones in 1787, Allen later became the founder (and first bishop) of the African Methodist Episcopal Church (see Catalogue no. 131). Allen intuitively understood the importance of education to African Americans. His biographer notes that Allen “was in the front rank of those who were leading in the education of both children and adults. It was said that no man of his group was more interested in the education of his people.” He challenged white society to “try the experiment [a very Franklinian notion!] of taking a few black children, and cultivate their minds with the same care, and let them have the same prospect in view, as to living in the world, as you would wish for your own children, [and] you would find upon the trial, they were not inferior in mental endowments.” In 1795, in collaboration with the administrators of the Bray Associates’ school, Allen opened a day school for sixty children, and in 1804 he founded the Society of Free People of Colour for Promoting the Instruction and School Education of Children of African Descent. Both Jones and Allen knew from their own experience that blacks who received education could become accomplished members of the community.

⭐⭐⭐
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Figure 4.14 (above).

The entry for July 25, 1775, records the sale of spelling books to Black Abraham.

Figure 4.15 (upper right).

Figure 4.16 (lower right).
The schools run by the Bray Associates, the Quakers, the PAS, and by blacks themselves (and by 1811 there were no fewer than eleven such schools for blacks in the city) represented the best hope for Philadelphia’s African Americans of becoming literate prior to the availability of public education. “Public” education in the modern sense—that is, free, tax-supported education—began in Philadelphia in 1818. Prior to that time, indigent children could attend private schools and receive reimbursement from tax funds, but the list of such children for the years 1811–1816 includes no black children. When that arrangement was superseded by the new public school system beginning in 1818, once again black children were denied access. Although entitled to receive this education by the state laws authorizing public education for Pennsylvania’s children, in reality they were excluded. The first segregated public school for black children finally opened in 1822, and the subsequent period of inadequate, segregated schools continued until the mid-twentieth-century era of mandatory integration.  

At the outset we noted that Franklin’s plan for the Academy of Philadelphia did not allow for the education of blacks, and indeed the Academy (and later the College and University) did not provide such education for 150 years. How and when did the University of Pennsylvania come to terms with a century and a half of exclusion and begin to provide for the higher education of African Americans? There is no indication in the historical papers of the University—in the Minutes of the Trustees, the office correspondence of the Provost, or the administrative records of the individual Schools—that there was a conscious policy of excluding black students. The first African American students to enroll in classes at the University of Pennsylvania did so in 1879. James Brister, who earned the degree of doctor of dental surgery in 1881, was the first to graduate. Nathan Francis Mossell, who enrolled the same year as Brister, earned an M.D. in 1882. William Adger, the first African American to enroll in the College, earned a bachelor’s degree in 1883. Aaron A. Mossell, younger brother of Nathan, enrolled in the Law School in 1886 and in 1888 became the first African American to graduate with a bachelor of laws degree. Aaron was the father of Sadie Tanner Mossell Alexander who, in 1921, as a student at Penn, was the first African American woman in the nation to earn a Ph.D. in economics and in 1927 the first woman in Pennsylvania to earn the LL.B. (The Penn Alexander Partnership School in West Philadelphia is named for her.) Penn granted its first modern Ph.D. in 1889. Louis Baxter Moore was the first African American to earn that degree, receiving a doctorate in 1896 in classics. William Pepper, Jr., M.D., who was provost from 1880 until 1894, has been credited as the person responsible for conferring degrees upon these pioneer African Americans. It is said that Pepper, who was a faculty member in the School of Medicine, mentored Nathan Mossell. The precise factors behind the opening of the University to these African Americans are simply not documented or have yet to be discovered. What we can know, however, is that Benjamin Franklin’s early efforts to secure educational opportunities for Philadelphia’s African Americans are now reflected in the University’s commitment to providing the best possible education to black scholars from many states and nations.
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